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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29 1907
lic is invited to attend this meeting l
and by their counsel and advice lend
all the aid possible in the movement.
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Charge Dismissed.

Henry and Sam Frankel
spending the day in Nashville.
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Mrs. Flora Trice Bell will leave
tonight for Chicago after a visit to
friends and relatives in the city.

Mrs. William Trice is visiting in
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Zack Henning, of Seven Hills, who
was adjudged insane by a jury in a
trial before Judge W. W. Owen
We have the very Best
Monday, attempted to commit suicide just before being carried to the EASILY DEFEATED CLARKSVILLE
Woven Wir e Fence
by Deputy Sheriff John Head.
train
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BOWLING
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OBSERVANCE OF OCCASION IS
made, any height, 27
He put several morphine tablets in
GENERAL IN CITY
his mouth and asked to be allowed
to 53 inches.
to take a drink of water so he could
swallow them. His request was de- Captured all Three Games From the
nied and he spat the tablets out of
Sunny Tennessee Lads.—Big
Services at the Churches Were Large- his month. He insisted that he was
not crazy, and said that if it was the
Crowd on Hand.
ly Attended—How Hopkinsville
"desire to have him in the ,f,t,sylum,
4/ Heating Stoves,
People Spent the Day.
the purchase of a ticket for him to
Hopkinsville was all that was necesit?
sary, as he would have gone direct
In the bowling tournament beto the asylum without a guard.
tween Hopkinsville and Clarksville
Cook Stoves
I/
He was quiet the whole trip. but teams which
(From Thursday's Daily)
was pulled off at
Hopkinsville people are observing attempted to jump from the wagon Smitt's alleys last night, the locals
Thanksgiving in many way. All the which conveyed him to the asylum. struck a winning gait from the very
and Ranges.
stores and nearly every business Deputy Sheriff Head caikght him start and all the way through had /.6
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had
he
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said
him.
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house in the city have closed doors. and
things their own way and quit with
The religious services this morn- idea of trying to escape, and only many pins to spare. Three gamed
ing were largely attended. At the made a motion to leap ont of the were played by teams of five men to
We can suit anybody, either
Methodist church, where a union wagon just to see what the officer a side, and in every game the Hopsuptheir
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in price or quality. All kinds
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test and the outcome was warmly
and achievements exalts the nation. was in the city, and he objected to applauded.
The musical program was beautiful. remaining when he discovered that
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afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home of ed in voldine to-day, the ThanksGRIND TOTAL
Or sorrow's bitter wail.
the bride's father, John M. Green- giving dinner has been duly ob2796
Hopkinsville
• wood, near Oak Grove. The officiat- served. The busy housewife has True friend,fond brother, loving son, Clarksville
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Our tears of grief will flow
ing minister was Rev. H. D. Smith, been hard at work since Monday
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Hopkinsville's majority
• of this city. and a limited number of preparing for this menu and the Not for thy'sake, but for our own,
Bereft by Death's sure blow,
invited guests were present. The heavily loaded wagons of the vahouse was tastefully decorated for rious groceries and meat houses Whilst thou art sleeping, sleeping on
Within the peaceful shade,
the occasion. Immediately after the have evidenced the good things
HANKSG1VING71 LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 26.-- the car, the conductor and a policereeking not of all the woe
And
Williams
ceremony Mr. and Mars.
which would be spread. Turkeys,
The most serious riot thus far of the man aboard returning the fire, with
Thine early death hath made.
drove to tnis city whIre they will big and little, have beef butchered
street car strike occurred last night, what effect is not known. The moleave at 5:18 for Louisville where by the wholesale, while lots of So thou wilt sleep, while we grieve
and, as a result, two men are known torman hurried the car out of range,
they will reside. The groom, a son chickens have given up their lives
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to be shot, two policemen are injured although himself and a man and a
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nearby.
"Sing to the Lord with psalms of
Calhoun-Shelton.
Fourth.avenue line near Kentucky The mob broke
Who giveth His beloved sleep.
thanksgiving."
through
the
cordon,
Joseph W.Shelton, of near Church
A Friend.
street, a fashionable residence neigh- fighting fiercely, and although many
FEWER TOBACCO USERS.
Hill, and Miss Susie Calhoun were
borhood, shortly before 7 o'clock.
marrted at the bride's home on
"Giving thanks always for all
heads were cracked, all got away,
southbound car loaded full was
A
South Campbell street last night at
NEW YORK. Nov. 28.—That the
things unto God."
suddenly attacked by600 or700 strike save F. M. All, a discharged street
The ceremony was consumption of tobacco in America
7:30 o'clock.
sympathizers. A hail of stones, pis- car employe, who was shot through
pronounced in the presence of a few is not increalsing in proportion to the
presence
His
before
come
us
"Let
tol shots and clubs were poured into the abdomen, and six prisoners.
invited guests by Rev. H. D. Smith. increase in population is one of the
thanksgiving."
with
Mrs. Robert J. Johnson and son,
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In
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"Continue in prayer and watch in
the
of Rob Shelton, an uncle of the against the American Tobacco comPhelps.
Fannie
the same with thanksgiving.
groom, where they spent the night pany and others under the antiThey are being entertained here to- trust laws.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Morrow, of
T. B. Yule, head of the purchasday by the bride's relatives.
"Oh, give thanks unto the Lord,
Nashville, are spending Thanksgiving department of the American Tofor
his mercy endureth forever."
ing with relatives in the city.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 28.—The
bacco company, in his testimony
Were Wed.
wedding of Miss Edith Root, daughstated that while the acreage in toHunter Wood has returned from
"With thanksgiving let your re- ter of the secretary of state, and
Leslie C. Davis and Miss Lulie bacco had been increased this was Owensboro.
be made known unto God." Lieut. Ulysses S. Grant, Third Corps
quests
few
Johnson, both of whom live a
Aue to the increased foreign demand
from
returnd
of Engineers, U. S. A., was solemhas
Wicks
R.
W.
miles north of town, were marcied for American tobacco, the domestic
nized at four o'clock yesterday afWednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at demand not having increased in pro- Owensboro.
"Offer unto God thanksgiving,
ternoon at the home of Secretary
the residence of Rev. Lindsay Spur- portion to the increase in the popuMrs.Fanny Ware and son Wallace and pay thy vows to the Most High." Root, Rev. Herbert Shipman, of
lin at Kelly.
lation.
and Misses Bessie Simms and
New York, formerly chaplain at
•
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Celest Cuthbertson are spending the
"Joy and gladness shall be found West Point, officiating.
day in Nashville.
therein, thanksgiving and the voice
In the bridal party were the bride's
melody."
of
Miss Ruth Wales, of New
cousin,
Mr. J. R. Bainbridge, of MadisonYork, and the bridegroom's cousin,
ville is spending Thanksgiving in
Of Association Committee Will Be
•
"And He tooli the cup and gave Potter Palmer, of Chicago, as maid
General interest is being taken in the city.
thanks, and gave it them, saying: of honor and best man, and the folHeld Here Monday.
the Lodge of Sorrow which will be
Leslie Tate, who is studying med- Drink ye all of it."
lowing groomsmen: Elihu Root, Jr.,
conducted Sunday afternoon at
icine in Nashville, arrived home last
Edward Wales Root, brothers
and
Union Tabernacle by Hopkinsville
The regular monthly meeting of
night to spend the Thanksgiving
bride; Lieut. Robert Ralston
the
of
LodgeNo. 545, Benevolint and Pro"And let them sacrifice the sac- and Lieut. M. W. Howze, brotl
the Christian county executive comholidays wilt his parents„. Mr. and
•
tective Order of Elks. The exrifices of thanksgiving, and declare officers of the groom; 0
mittee of the Planters' Protective
Mrs. T. J. Tate.
ercises will begin at 2:30 o'clock.
His works with rejoicing.
association will be held in HopkinsSchwab, of New York, and Messrs. Thweat, of Noah Springs,
will be a beautiful musical
There
vile next Monday. Chairman W.
B. McLean, of this city.
program, and addresses appropriate were In the city yesterday, en route
" Radford requests that every
President and Mrs. F
His
gates
with
into
"Enter
the occasion will be delivered by home from Owensboro.
iber attend this meeting as much to
thanksgiving and unto his courts present and the forme
J. T. Hanberry and Mr. John
Capt. and Mrs. William Blakey,
of importance will come Judge
the diningro
The public is invited to at- of Evansville, Ind., are guests of with praise; be thankful unto Him, bride to
In addition to the farmers Stites.
a toast to the
name."
offered
His
bless
and
Dr. and Mrs. T. W. Blakey. •
'nterested the general pub- tend.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
'Greatly to the surprise of their many
friends, Mr. J. E. Petrie, of -Todd
county, and Miss Katherine Fields,
of the southern portion of Christian
county, were married Wednesday at
the Maxwell house in Nashville.
Only the immediate families of the
contracting parties knew of their
Intention when they left yesterday
morning for the Tennessee capital.
They were accompanied by Miss
Annie Mae Petrie, of Fairview.
Mr. and Mrs. Petrie returned here
last night and spent the night with
the family of J. F. Danforth, on
East Ninth street. Mrs. Danforth
being a sister of the groom. This
'morning they drove to Fairview
.where they will be extensively entertained by the groom's relatives.
• Mr. Petrie is one of the most enterprising and substantial farmers
:of Todd county. He spent several
years in the west, returning to this
section about three years ago and
'locating. He is a brother of Dr. C.
B. Petrie, of this city. The bride is
• a charming and talented lady, who,
by reason of visits paid to friends
here, is well known in Hopkinsville.
will reside on the
:The' couple
Todd county.
in
farm
groom's
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BLOOD SPILLED IN STREET CAR
RIOT LAST NIGHT IN LOUISVILLE.
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Grandson Of Great General And Daughter
Of The Secretary Of State Are Married
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INHERITANCE Lesson IX.—Fourth Quarter, For •
•
Dec. 1, 1907.
OF DISEASE AND SUFFERING
• I
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIE^

No truth is more forcibly manifested in physical life than the old saying
"like begets like;" for just as the offspring of healthy ancestry are blessed
with pure, rich blood, insuring health and strength, so the children of blood
tainted parentage inherit a polluted circulation to burden their existence
with disease and suffering. Swollen glands about the neck, brittle bones,
weak eyes, pale, waxy complexions, running sores and ulcers and general
poor health, are the usual ways in which Scrofula is manifested. In some
cases the blood is so filled with the scrofulous germs and tubercular matter
that from birth life is made miserable with suffering. Others who inherit
the disease succeed in holding the trouble in check during young, vigorous
life, but when the system has begun to weaken and lose its natural vitality,
and especially after a spell of sickness, the ravages of the disease will cornmence, and in a great many cases terminate in Consumption. S. S. S. is the
very best treatment for Scrofula. It renovates the entire circulation and
drives out the scrofulous and tubercular
deposits. S. S. S. is the greatest of all blood
purifiers, and it not only goes to the very
bottom of the trouble and removes the cause
• and cures the disease, but it supplies the
•
weak, anaemic blood with the healthful
properties it is in need of. S. S. S. is made
VEGETABLE
PURELY
entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs
and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy for young or old. Book on
the blood and any medical advice about Scrofula given free of charge.

Text of the Lesson, Judg. xvi, 21-31.
Memory Verses, 28-30—Golden Text,
Eph. vi, 10—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

maam.••••••.••••••••••.......•••••••••••••••rde,pageom•rook....

One of God's chosen men, a Nazarite
and the strongest of men physically,
brought to a prison house, grinding
corn, and afterward brought to a publie gathering of many thousands to
make sport for them as they worshiped
their god, made blind physically by his
spiritually blinded enemies, this is
truly a sad sight. Yet it Is written for
our benefit that we may not thus
bring reproach upon our God nor
grieve His Holy Spirit. As we saw
last week and in previous lessons and
as the whole Bible teaches, God is seekTHE SWTPT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. ing
for men who will walk continuously with Him, follow Him fully and in
whom He can be magnified.
In Heb. xi, 32, we find Gideon, Barak,
Samson and Jephtta mentioned with
David and Samuel as men of faith,
and in the long list of worthies In that
I chapter the distinguishing feature of
teach is faith in God. Even in Samson's dying hour we find him in verse
28 of our lesson praying the prayer of
faith and receiving an Immediate anewer. We must glance at the whole
story of Samson (chapters x111 to xvi
inclusive, and in chapter ziti we note
the visit of the Lord to Monolith and
his wife, the same one who appeared
to Gideon and Joshua, who talked face
to face wtth Moses, appeared to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and clothed
Adam and Eve with coats of skins in
Eden, whose goings forth have been
from the days of eternity (Mk. v, 2,
mai-gin). He is called in the present
story an angel twelve times, a man five
times and God once (verse 22). When
Manoah asked for His name He said,
"It is wonderful" (xiit 18, margin),
making us think of Isa ix, 6, 7. As He
ascended in the flame of Manoah's sacrifice it is said that He did wondrously,
and Manoah and his wife looked on
(xiii, 10). It was even so at the exodus,
the dividing of the Red sea and the
N•lik
Jordan, the overthrow of Jericho, and
long afterward in the days of His sojourn upon earth when in the presence
of the disciples He wrought so many
miracles. He is the same yesterday,
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office, over Bank of Hopkinsville
today and forever.
Main St. Phones —Cumb., office
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 t,, 6 p
In chapters xiv and xv the power of 121; Residence, 105; Home Phone
m. Office, Main St., over Kress
God is seen in Samson in his slaying a 1220
tore, Hopkinsvile. Ky.
lion, in his killing 1,000 men with the
jawbone of an ass, in his carrying off
the city gates and walking away with
cm
411*•
the weaver's beam fastened to his
locks, etc. God's care of him is seen •
In His bringing water from the dry
bone for him when he was thirsty and
In other ways. He could not have been 4110
a great man physically, else people
would not have wondered wherein his
great strength lay, but he was a Nazerite (xiii, 5), for an explanation of
On
which see Num. vi, but he was a NazeFor the next 20 Weeks, beginning July 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
rite whose separation had been defiled
10c Cash Purchase, which you can vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
and his days lost (Num. vi, 12). One
The one receiving the greatest number of advertisicig votes gets the Piano Free.
part of the chastening for this was to •
shave the head, and this his enemies •
did for him.
In verse 22 of our lesson we read
that the hair of his head began to
,
'I'
grow again, and in this we see his
Nazariteship returning in a measure.
Incorporated.
But,
oh, the lost days and the dishonor
*A+
•Try a loaf of Whole Wheat Bread,pure, sweat and
•••-+++++÷++++.'0+++4÷+4+++++++4+4+4+44-4-444-•-4-•-•-•
to God! And here we must touch upon
Leaders in Toilet Articles, Leather Ocoods and
nutritious. Full line confections. Ice cream in any
quantity delivery to any part of the city. Cumb.
Smokers' Sipplies,
4 something most practical and search• lng, briefly hinted at in last week's
Phone 7-13-2. 'Home Phone 1143.
• temperance lesson. At the Judgment
Votes given with each 10e purchase at our Fountain or Cigar Counter.
• seat of Christ all that has been of self
0
In our lives will be seen to be only
P
wood, hay and stubble, fit to be burned
.•••=a1MMINMIllna
Complete optical department. Makes a specialty of
The Only National Bank in This Community
to our loss. A true child of God cannot
testing and fitting the eyes. Consultation free. Call
and see our complete line of high grade Watches.
be lost, but his life or part of it may be
•
No. 8, north Main street.
lost. All Samson's wandering from •
• God by contact with sinful people was
4
• lost time, and, not only so, it was God
1
dishonoring time. All the years that •
0
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
Vir St., opp. Bibtel Latham. Pnones 437 and 1316
I
Israel was in the hands of her ene- •
Corner Virginia and Tenth streets. Special atmica, overcome by them because of 1* tention given to boarding horses. Cumberland
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
phone 38, Home phone 12.37
:
her sin, during the days of these judges
Three per cent interest paid on savings • was time not counted by God, and this
and time deposits. $1 opens an account • explains one of the seeming discrepancies of Scripture. In I Kings, vi, 1, 1
•
GEO. C. LONG, President.
FOR CHOICE MEALS AND SHORT
A Complete Line of Children's Clothing,
4 we read that from the exodus to the i W
ORDER SPECIALTIES
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
:
years,
Solomon
480
of
was
year
fourth
Shoes and Furnithings.
•
2nd door east of Postoffice
hopkinsvilie, Ky
Ninth Street
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash. • while in Acts xiii, 18-22, it is easily •
'
•
seen to be 573 years(40+450+40+40+3),
- ••••444-•-•
- •
•
- -••••••
•
•
•
-- -+••
•-•-•4-•-•-•-i•-•-•-•4-4-4-44-•-•-••••
a discrepancy of ninety-three years. 00
_
How interesting it is that we find just da
k
these years lost by Israel as a nation r
on all lines during August. Call
OPPOSITE THE JOHN MOAYON
k. Reduced prices
while oppressed by their enemies! The 2.
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg
COMPANY
.record of the years of their oppressions 1...
with every Sc Admission
will
Vote
We
one
give
that it is very unwise economy in or- Is in iii, 8, 14; iv, 3; vi, 1; xill, 1, and IP
der to save a few dollars to leave the figures are 8+18+20+7+40=93,
Suits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. Layour property without INSUR- which, subtracted from 573, gives 430, • dies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
ANCE PROTECTION. The best in- making perfect agreement in the two • for Globe Tailoring Co. and Edwin E. Strauss Co.,
leading dealers in
•
vestment a man can make is a small accounts. There is another oppression fli tailor made clothes at less cost than ready made.
sum invested in a Fire Insurance of eighteen years mentioned in Judg. di We give votes on all cash paid in our business.
i
Policy. If not insured let us take x, 8, but it was only partial and con- a Phone 166
M. W. MERRITT, Proprietor.
care of the matter for you. Don't tined to the east of Jordan. May the X
Both Phones
Cash or Credit
Ninth Et
delay! Act now!
...
Lord deliver us from all Delilahs and X
from wasting or misusing His time or IP
will give one vote for each 10 cents

•
•

•
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Money
How
.0.
Helps to Make
the Man

The only way they can ever be better is to raise the pinnacle---elevate the standard—and evedt then our vehicles
will be found at the top. They are
not so high in prices, though, as to
be out of reach of most vehicle users.

Let us Figure With You on a
Martin Six Wheel Safety
--Any Style

•
•
•

We sell them.

I°
•

Planters Hardware
•
Company
Incorporated

0
e
l
se••••••••••oessootobeeey•ese

Money in the bank is more than money
4, --it is character. The man with a bank ac4' Count is seldom out of %:ork. His thrift is
recognized. It makes him a good. work4., man. If a man is to be selected for promo• tion, the man with a bank account is .apt to
be chosen. He is looked upon as a reliable
man. He is a good citizen.1 This bank solicits the accounts of ware earners and all
• o'hers who wish to become thrifty.

T. B. HOUSE,
Physician and Surgeon

Hunter Wood & Son

OR. H. C. BEALEY,
Specialist.

Attorneys-at-Law.

Hopkinsville, -

Kentucky
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We Pay 3 ger Cent Interest 4.
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—Has Been

Reached IN OUR CARRIAGES

[Copyright, 1907, by American Press Apeociation.]

(11011 WITH A CROWING BANK
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The Pinnacle of Human Skill

•

Savings Deposits

Free,$500. Kimball Piano 1
•

•

•

•

4.*

1

591!),35,,Y,c,,F),5

• Sealed Ballot Box at Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated
•
•
•
ROPER 4St LONG,
Hopkinsville - Steam - Bakery

UNITED

The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.

•
a

STATES

•

M. D. KELLY,
The Leading Jeweler and Optician

DEPOSITARY

The Virginia-St. Meat Market

ionai

Capital
Surplus....

•
•

$75,000.00
$25,000.00

ank

GOLAY & HURT,
Livery, Feed and Board Stable.

Fresh and Smoked T. H. Richarason 6
Proprietor
Meats of All Kinds.

J. T. WALL & CO.,
41 T. E. 1 ate's Restaurant Clothing,Shoes, Hats,Furnishings

I•cllwati•II•01•••••1•1
1.•••••••••••inelinil

0

0
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S. B. HOOSER 6ik CO.,
The Most Up-to-Date Millinery

The Original Theatorium

Did' It Ever Strike You

• HOPKINSVILLE

PANTATORIUM

KEACH FURNITURE CO

Furniture,. Carpets - and - Stoves

TIN AND PLUMBING WORK

13F-N S. WIN FREE,
Fire anti Life Insurance,

0

Office with Winfree & Knight

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••—
•
MORRIS •
•
•

"INE
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4

ng of all kinds
lown stairs in

•

ought always to be good. That's the only way we
talents or opportunities!
know how to do it. For entire new jobs or repair
Because of Samson's sin see the
work engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Philistines rejoicing In their Hof Da • •
HOPKINSVILLE LUMBER CO..
gon and worshiping it. That is the 5
Both Phones
Incorporated

•
6
•
•
•
•
•

2
gm

11041011111000*

levil, for all Idol worship is of the 0
levil (I (kr. x, 20). When children of 0
to this world they give di
Piano Players
great occasion to the enemy to bias- i Kimball Pianos
and Player Pianos
and Organs
eme.ccultimin
Corner 7th and Vir Sts
Sold on easy payments.
How 12turdliating to see such a one C
14
as Samoan making sport for the Millis- 1
tines, yet there are today professing I1p
(Incorporated)
Thristiano so blinded that they think 0
HARNESS
BUGGIES,
It all right to make sport for or amuse a FINE CARRIAGES,
GUNS.
COOK STOVES,
RANGES,
the weeders people and, in fact, often i
AMMUNITION, al C
lo it to obtain money for what they
mIl the Lord's work! If we are true •.,
Nazarites we will desire that God may li
be glorified in us, whether by life or •
I Jeath (Plzil. 1, 20), but we will also seek •
to keep ourselves uaapotted from the

p7

R. E. Qualls Music Co.,

PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,

Piano on

world au. I. rn.

The New
Era

paid on subscriptions to the Daily
or Weekly New Era and on Job
Work or on advertising.

J. MILLER CLARK,
GROCERIES and PRODUCE

Specials—Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
Bacon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and oysters
in season, Kimmerling Butter, Phones, Home 1121
Cumb 600. Cor. 6th and Vir. Ste.

T. M. JONES,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Staple - and - Fancy - Dry - Goods
Carpets, Oilcloths, Linoleums and Roars

Ns
Exhibition at J. T. Wall & Co's S '
............4.....baupiims...............5••5•0950.5
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.ms, and Face for Three
ent Hundreds of Dollars
g a Cure—Hands Beilid Sheet of Sores—No
Awful Itching Until

;A REMEDiES
EFFECTED A CURE

51

Dieting has become a great fad in
America, and just as, years ago, we, as OF THE CITY COUNCIL WAS HELD
INATTEND
REPUBLICANS
WILL
a nation, over-ate, so now we are underLAST NIGHT.
eating.
The one is as bad as the other.
AUGURATION OF WILLSON.
Man needs food and plenty of it to sustain life and to give strength to compete
in this busy world.
It is not, however, the fact that you
may
too much that hurts you, but Much Business was Transacted—ReWill Leave Here Dec 9—Brass Band that eat
you don't digest what you eat.
And if that results in dyspepsia you will not
port on Bridges Made Showing
Will Probably Accompany
ithe Party.

The Republicans of Christian
It rheum for three years on
arms,and face and I thought county are expecting to make the
-t ail over me. I tried four
A. E.
tors but they failed and my most out of the election of
end
this
to
and
as spent hundreds of dollars Willson as governor
.verything we could hear of. preparations are under way wherev worse and worse, my hands
:ully and I eould get no rest by a special car wilf be chartered for
was just in agony all the time those who inteed attending the inRhen they did not itch they
)dry and crackly that I was nais- auguration on December 10. In adand when they cracked,they bled. dition to this the Republicans are
als of my finger and thumb began
band with
le off, and my hands were a solid planning to carry a brass
et of sores. Several of my friends them.
I me to try the Cuticura Remedies
The promise of a suitable car has
I got a cake of Cuticura Soap and a
-ix of Cuticura Ointment and from the not yet been secured from the railrat my hands began to improve and roads. The party want a tourist
ow they are well, and I think that the
uticura Remedies are worth their sleeper as it is almost a certainty
weight in gold, and I advise every one that lodging cannot be secured at
hat has skin trouble to use them. Mrs.
during the
)mie Parkerson, 1639 11th Ave., Nash- any price in Frankfort
ille, Tenn., Jan. 28, Feb. 11, and Mar. inaugural ceremonies. It will there1907."
fore be necessary for them to travel
in a car in which they can remain
overnight.
The party will leave here on DeM Skin -Tortured, Disfigured cember 9 and will return two or
Babies Should Know
three days later, the exact time deThat warm baths with Cuticura pending upon whether or not they
Soap and gentle anointings with Cuticura, the great Skin stop over for a day in Louisville.
Cure, afford instant
Attorney General-elect James
relief, permit rest and
and wife will accompany
Breathitt
sleep, and point to a
speedy cure of tortur- the party and those who go from
ing, disfiguring ecze- hore will be more or less in the camas, rashes, itchings,
irritations, and chaf- pacity of an escort of honor to Judge
ings of infants and
children when all else Breathitt.
Similar parties are being arranged
fails. Guaranteed
absolutely pure under the United States in other western Kentucky counties
Food and Drugs Act, and may be used
and an enormous crowd will be gathfrom the hour of birth.
for
Treatment
Complete External and Internal
ered in Frankfort to witness Mr.
Every Humor of Infanta. Children. and Adults Consists of Cutieura Soap (25e.) to Cleanse the Skin, Willson take the oath of office.

MOTHERS

Cutieura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent(50e ).(or in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug 6: Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props., Banton. Mass.
oir-Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases

SUES L C. FOR $1,000
Louis Turnley Claims He Was Badly
Injured in Wreck at Gracey.

How's This?
hundred dollars reone
We offer
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY St CO, Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN iSt MARVIN.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

cure the trouble by cutting down your food supply. If your digestive organs were creating the
proper amount of gastric and peptic juices you
would have no dyspepsia. To cure the disease
you must create an abundance of these necessary
juices.
This can only be done by a reliable tonic laxative, and, as its name indicates. Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin contains the very ingredients
needed to do this. Take it regularly for awhile
according to the explicit directions on each bottle and you will soon be cured of dyspepsia and
any of the accompanying symptoms such as
heartburn, sour stomach, bloated stomach,hives,
pimples, sallow complexion, wind on the stomach, etc. Every bottle carries with it an absolute guarantee to do what we claim. It is a gentle, pleasant, effective laxative and you will like
its taste and be pleased with its action.
One of the great friends of this remedy IS
Harry F. Keator,•lieutenant in one of the Chicago companies that fought at the battle of
Santiago. While in the wet trenches, and eating the rough food of a soldier, he contracted
severe dyspepsia and lost weight rapidly. A
friend in the regiment called his attention to
Dr. Cald w•ll's Syrup Pepsin, which he promptly
began to use. It not only cured his dyspepsia
but increased his weight 42 pounds,
Your druggist will sell you a bottle at 50 cents
or el and you will lind it worth a hundred times
that to you.
Those wishing to try Dr. CaldFREE
well's Syrup Pepsin before buyTEST
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by

addressing the company. This offer Is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and Is only open to those
who have never taken It. Send for it If you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
Yet most effective laxative ftir children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUGLIA VERDICT: "so Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. C,

PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
118 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, Ill.

HIGH AVERAGES
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Chera rod Diarrhea Remedy

Shipment of Both Bridges.

fl217,..71-32U-4.7.5.5517.7.7:

<
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Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.

(From Saturday's Daily)
The usual monthly overflow meeting of the city ccuncil was held last
night and important matters received attention.
The water and electric light contracts which have been hanging fire
for some time were renewed at the
same figures and the same conditions as before.
.Councilmen Twyman and Clark
were appointed a committee to destroy coupons Nos.21 to 122 inclusive
which had been redeemed from the
outstanding railroad bonds. These
coupons were burned in the presence
of the council.
The annual appropriation of $1,500
for the colored public schools was
made.
The,bridge committees having in
charge the rebuilding and enlarging
of the bridges on North Main and
West Seventh streets reported that
the manufacturers of the bridge for
West Seventn street had advised :
them,of the shipment of the bridge I
nearly a week ago but it has not yet
arrived. The North Main street
shipped
bridge was to ha
Everything is in
yesterday.
readiness for these bridges when
they arrive and they will be placed
in position at once. The present
condition of the North Main street
bridge especially is very unsatisfactory and it is due to the delay of the
manufactures in shipping the bridge.
It is hoped the bridges will arrive
promptly.

Mrs. W. Ray Moss, teacher 'of the
Eighth grade in tile West Side
school, reports that five pupils in her
room have made a general average
of ninety-five or over for the month
which closed November 22. The
pupils who made this high average
are—Cinderella Armstrong, Harold
Clark, Joseph Stites, Rollie Anderson and Charles Robinson. To accomplish this necessitated a great
amount of hard study and the five
deserve the praise which they are
receiving. Their example might ;
well be emulated by other students ;
who are ambitious.

This remedy is recommended by
dealer who have sold it for many
years and know its value.
It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to Disk so much for so little?

BUY IT NOW
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He Fought at Gettysburg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
111••••••••••••••••••••••••••01104111
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes
•
I 3
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters. I
would not take OW for what they
You can buy one on easy terms.
have done for me." Grand tonic for
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 25
the aged and for female weaknesses.
Great alternative and body builder: by all railroads. Thousands of adacres up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
• convenient to both railroad and river transportation.
sure cure for lame back and weak
I.
Guaranteed by Cook & ditional operators needed owing to •
kidneys.
•
Plenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 50e. the new 8-hour law.
•
•
Taxes low.
$50 to $80 per month to beginners.
Out of Danger.
You can qualify for a position in four 0
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
J. Will Allen, the young man who or five months.
will write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
We're indorsed by railroads. Posi- •
was bitten by a dog supposed to hat e
and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
furnished gradnates.
tions
had hydrophobia on the 4th inst.,
land, free of charge, if you will come and make a perWe've started many others on the •
and who went to Chicago for treat- road to success. Let us start you. •
sonal inspection of our property.
ment at a Pasteur institute, returned
to the city yesterday. Mr. Allen's
Cumberland River Land Co.
wounds are about healed up and
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
he was pronounced out of danger by
the physicians at the institute.
Ower sboro. Kentucky

Louis Turnley has filed suit
against the Illinois Central railroad
company for $1,000 damages. The
plaintiff states that he• was a passenger on the train which ran into
open switch at Gracey on Qctober 12 and headed into a couple of
empty box cars which were, standW. J. Massie Bankrupt.
ing on the siding. He claims that
the shock caused by the collision beWilliam J. Massie, of this city,
tween the train and the box cars
has filed a petition in bankruptcy.
threw him forward and severely inindebtedness amounts to someHis
jured'him.
thing over $4,000, with assets of about
;3,500. Mr. Massie is a well known
The Watchword of Women.
popular citizen and his many
Modesty is woman's watchword. and
friends sympathize with him in his
Whatever threatens her delicate
financial d.fficulties.—P embrok
sense of modesty, frightens her. For
Journal.
this reason many a woman !permits
diseases of the delicate womanly or- Send Your Cow, Steer, and Horse
gans to become aggravated because
Hides,
she cannot bring herself to submit
Appendicitis.
to the ordeal of unpleasant questionCalf, dog, and other skins, to the
large measure to abuse
a
in
due
Is
ings, offensive examinations, and trosby Frisian Fur Co., Rochester of the bowels, by employing drastic
obnoxious local treatments, which N. Y., to be converted into fur coats, purgatives. To avoid all danger use
some physicians find necessary. robes, gloves, mittens or rugs. They only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
Doubtless thousands of the women are the largest custom fur tanners of safe, gentle cleansers and invigoraGuaranteed to cure headache,
who have taken advantage of Dr. large wild and domestic animal skin. tors.
malaria and jaundice.
biliousness,
Pierce's offer of free consultation by in the world. Send for illustrated At Cook St Higgins and Cook's Pharatalog.
letter, have been led to do so by the
macy.
escape thus offered from a treatment
Christian County Couple
Wanted a Good Man.
repugnant to modesty. Any sick
to work in the store and
man
A
woman may write to Dr. Pierce,
Ky.,
25.—
Nov.
UNIONTOWN,
sell goods, and one that
can
that
one
Buffalo, N. Y., in perfect confidence;
of
ChrisHenshaw,
Pod,
W.
J.
Mr.
experience in booksome
has had
All letters being treated as strictly
highly,recommendbe
must
keeper;
Iva
Miss
and
Hays,
Lee
county.
tian
private and sacredly confidential,
a man that is not
be
must
and
ed,
marin
united
were
Dekoven,
and all answers being sent in plain of
of work. No cigarette smokafraid
envelopes with no advertising or riage last week at the home of the er or whiskey drinker or a user of
other printing upon them. Dr. bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. John profanity ueed apply Must be honhustler. MarPierce's Favorite Prescription has T. Hays, of Dekoven. The young est and an all moundIf you can fill
ried man prefered.
their
in
make
home
will,
people
been long hailed as it "Godsend to
the place mid want to work, call on
women." It makes weak women Christian county.'
or write to H. C. McGehee, Gracey
wdtf
Kentucky, stating salary.
strong and sick women well. "FaCharitable
Be
alvorite Prescription" contains no
A Significent Prayer
cohol. All its ingredients printed on To your horse as well as to yourself.
"May the Lord help you make
You need not suffer from - pains of
every bottle wrapper.
any sort—your horse need not suffer Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to
Try a bottle of Ballard's Snow Lini- all," writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel
Loose Floor.
ment. It cures all pains. J. M. Hill. N. C. "It quickly took the
Roberts, Bakersfield, Mo., writes: pain out of a felon for me and cured
"I have used your Liniment foa. ten it in a wonderfully short time."Best
Tobacco on M.?. Tandy St Co.'s years and find it to be the best I on earth for sores,burns and wounds
and Cook's
floor sold at high prices this week. have ever used for man or beast." 25c at Cook SE Higgins
Pharmacy.
Co.
St
Johnson
A.
L.
by
Sold
Lugs sold from 5.50 to 7.50; common
to medium leaf, from 8.00 to 10.75.
We did not have *any good tobacco
on sale, though when it begins to
appear we look fOr high prices. The
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
farmers who are not pledged can
Ealr, Nose and
E4
bring their tobacco in and get satisThroat. Test made free of
factory prices and receive th ir
sale.
days
Sale
of
day
the
money
w•
charge for glasses. PhoeAccountht-ho uorf lnaew
g
ei
Tuesday and Friday.
Salaries
incr
eased
nix Bldg., Main:St , HopM. H. TANDY St CO.
DRAUGHON'S
kinsville, Ky.
PRACTICAL
There is no Reason
ex
BUSINESS
why your baby should be thin, and
(incorporated)
fretful during the night. Worms are
_
Evaasville, Paducah, and St. Louis
I
the cause of thin, sickly babies. It
• Praughon's Telegraphy students, by
Trial Catarrh treatments are be- special arrangement, use railroad wire,.
is natural that a healthy baby should
Draughon's Co. (home office: Nashwillt.,
be fat and sleep well. If your baby log mailed out free, OTI request, by Tenn.)
3o Colleges in 17States; $300,000..
Racine,
Wis.
These tests oocccaepssihas
does not retain its food, don't exper- Dr. Shoop.
taldimitudents annually. a8 years'
the
to
proving
a
people—without
are
other
and
y Draughon's Is
cures
cholie
iment with
sl studying Booknttla
mngli
THREE i
medicine,' t try a bottle of White's penny's cost—the great value of this THE BEST.
to keeRing or Shorthand by Drautpon's COPYte,...,Cream Ve tinge and you will soon scientific prescription known
D
R1441ITED
methods equals Six elsewhere.
iy have a color and druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's raughon also has 3,00e students learning
see your
Write for prices on Home Study.
inuld. Sold by L. A. Cf44'arril Remedy. Sold by Ander- BY
laugh 88 i
or money back.
-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated
POSITIONS secured
Johnson
Cataiogue P It El B.
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TRADE \FOR

MEN/ MARK

Do Not
Let Any Dealer Insult
Your Intelligence
By telling you that shoes
made with faulty counters, 1insoles and heels and a *
1number of other snbstitutes t
-e
to cheaper the cost are "Just
as good" as shoes made st.
from the bottom up of good l•
solid leather.

4
4
4
4

Warfield & West Shoe Co.
Jas West, President

(Incorporated)

The Exclusive Shoe Store

J. W, Warfield Mgr

si•
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tttat-tattttartAtr***.
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No sense in running from one
doctor to another. Select the
best one, then stand by him.
Do not delay, but consult him
in time when you are sick.
Ask his opinion of Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for coughs
ond colds. Then use it or
not, just as he says.
One of the most important bills
which will be presented to the next
legislature, will be that which has I
been prepared by the state printing
commission composed of Senator I
Always keep a box of Ayer's Pills in the W. S. Charlton,of Louisville chairhouse. Just one pill at bedtime, now and
then, will ward off many an attack of man ; Senator Brent Spence, of New- i
biliousness, indigestion, sick headache. port, Senator J. W. Newman, of
How many years has your doctor known Versailles, Hon. L. W. Arnett, of
ti. se pills? Ask him all about them.
make a killing combinaCovington, Hon. L. P. Head, of
—made by the J. C. 1.,yer Co., Lowell,Itiese.-tion
for field,fowl or trap
Herman
W.
and
Hon.
Paducah
shooting.
No smokeless
Southall, of Hopkinsville.
shells
powder
enjoy such
The proposed bill has already been
reputation
for
uniforma
drafted, the commission going over
ity of loading and strong
it for the final revision at a meeting
shooting qualities as
Friday
and
last
Covington
held at
"Leader"
and 'Repeater*
Saturday. It is now in the hands of
brands
do, and no
the printer :and will be issued in
shotgun
made
shoots
COUNTY COMES TO THE FRONT pamphlet form within a short time
hard•r
or
bettor
thaa
when it will at once be circulated
the Winch•st•r.
WITH BIG GAME
among the members of the next legfamiliarTie
islature so that they may
themselves with it provisions.
The printing commission have
Fine Specimen is Seen in the Vicinity worked hard in preparing this bill
passed on to the printing COMM isand while it will provide for various
Of Fairview.—One Killed
who again check it over and if
Edon
details of the state printing the main
it again proves correct it is so
object in view has been some means
stamped and is paid. But if in
by which the method of letting out
either case it fails to check up in
the contracts could be changed so
every way, it is rejected until the
that the overcharging which is posDeer hunting may once more be- sible under the present law as which mistake, wheresoever it is, is rightcome the popular sport in Christian has been practiced in many cases, ed.
The bill will Probably be presentcounty, although all of the fleet-foot- can be obviated.
ed simultaneously in the house and
ed creatures were supposed to have
The members of the commission
in the senate. Senators Charlton
been killed out many years ago.
favored the plan of letting all conA few days ago, as John W. tracts to the highest and best bid- and Newman both hold over for the
Shanklin,who lives in the eastern ders without -fixing any maximum next term and one of these will put
portion of this county, was standing figures on any of the various classes it before the senate. Representativ
Arnett is also a hold-over and he
in his yard he saw a deer in a wood- of work. They consulted legal an- A
land near his house. Mr. Shanklin thorities in this regard,among whom will probably present the bill in the
secuted his gun and finally managed was attorney general elect, James house. The member° of the printto get within about sixty yards of Breathitt, and they all agreed in the ing commission are very much inthe deer when he fired both barrels opinion that under the constitution terested in the bill and will urge its
at the deer's head, but as the gun maximum prices would have to be immediate passage.
was only loaded with bird *hot it fixed. This was then done on all
was not killed. It made off at top classes of the work but a sweeping
speed through the woods and disap- reduction from the maximum figures
peared, and has not been seen since. of the law now in effect was made.
Cough dropg, throat
No one has any idea where it came These reductions range from fifteen
from.
lozenges, or cough
to forty per cent rCnd if the new bill
At Cisney, iniMuhlenburg county, becomes a law the state will be savsyrups may relie-ve
but not very far from the Christian ed thousands of dollars on its printa cold but they don't
county line, a deer was killed on tile ing account.
night of Tuesday, November 12. The
cur. it. Scott',
The bill also provideg for many
......t_deer had evidently been tamed by new duties for the superintendent of
Emulsion not only
someone for it walked up into the public printing, an office created by
yard ors,farmer in that section, sevimmediately relieves
the last legislature. Other duties
eral of the children being playing
are more clearly defined by the new
your cough or cold but
about in the yard. One of the oldest bill
and the office is put on a plain
cures it by giving you
boys ran into the house ahd secured
basis. One of the conditions of the
a gun and shot the deer, killing it bill on this
the strength to throw
subject provides for a
instantly. It was then butchered
checking system on all printing acit off. Take Scoff.:
and sold out among the neighbors counts which
they must undergo beNo one knows whence came the deer 'fore payment
Emulsion for
is forthcoming and a
and it is not supposed that there are precaution
which insures the caroughs and
any more in the vicinity.
rectness- of the claim. When a bill
colds.
for public printing` is presented it
goes first to the superintentent, who,
if it is found correct, puts his official
stamp to that effect on it. It is then
We publish our formulas
s
We banish alcohol
e from our medicines

TOWARD UNION

OF NORTHERN

AND SOUTHERN METHODISTS

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 23.—
What leading ministers and laymen
in attendance upon the national convention cf the yresley Brotherhood
say is the mostimportant step in history looking toward the ultimate
union of the Methodist Episcopal
and the Methodist Episcopal church,
south, was taken at Trinity Methodist church, when the Wesley Brotherhood was made an organization
for the men of all the branches of
Methodism; the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal church, south, elected honorary vice-presidents of the
organization, and laymen in both
branches of Methodism elected officers. The name of the organization was changed from the Wesley
Brotherhood of the Methodist Episcopal church lo the Wesley Brothrrhood of Methodism
Four years ago committees from
the n.orthern and the southern
branches of Methodism agreell to
use a common hymnal. Recently
they united their forces in the missionary work in Japan. The movement at Trinity church, in extending the scope of the Wesley Brotherhood so as to admit the men's organizations in all the Methodist
churches of the country,is pronounced by the leaders of the denomination at the convention to be a mole
important movement for intimate
union than either of the other movements.
Bishop Thomas Neely, of the
Methodist Episcopal church, was
re-elected president of the Wesley
Brotherhood, and John R. Pepper,
of the first Methodist Episcopal
church South, of Memphis, firat
vice-president.

Charles Wilson, aged thirty-two.
ci)lored, was run Lver by a train on
the Illinois Cent!al last night and
killed, his body being cut literally'
in two, and a great hole knocked in
his head. No one knows when co
how Wilson met his death. Tin
body was found this morning about
7 o'clock by the crew-of an incoming
train. It was lying about fifty yards
south of the water tank and had evidently been there for some time as
it was covered with frost.
The negro was employed as a section hand on the railroad but he was
not on duty in any way last nig_it.
The man's wife became uneasy
about him and this morning went to
the depot anti mad es inquiries about
her husband.
Wilson was regarded as a straigh tforward, hard working man and he
held the respect of everyone. An inquest was held by Coroner Aliensworth.

AsKthe Children, they know where to go for
Toys---Kress' of course.
Specials every day from Saturday, November
30th, to Saturday, December 7th.

PENONAL NOTES.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Fletcher Campbell, of Evansville,
is in the city.
Misses Bessie Sims and Celeste
Cuthbertson, of Bowling Green, are
the guests of the family of Mrs
Anna Fairleigh.
Hugh Wood, of Louisville, spent
Sunday in the city.

I have decided to cut the prices
Miss Mildred Buckner, of Clarksville, is visiting her sister, Mrs. B. on
every line of goods, in my house.
U. Nelson.
Mrs. H. I. Minty. of Hopkinsville,
Goods, Silks, Fancy Goods,
will arrive this week to' visii Mrs. Dress
Frederica
John Englehard, on
street.—Owensboro Messenger.
Staple Goods, Cloaks, Jackets, Furs,
Misses Lalla Dennis, Annie Cox.
Jeannie Graham and Annie Starling
Suits, Skirts, Carpets, Rugs, Mat
made a visit to Nashville Saturday
to see Maud Adams in "Peter Pan."
W. C. Lacey and family will leave tings, Linoleums, Oil Cloths, UnderIVIL
to-day for Nashville, where the3
will make their future home.
wear, Gent's Shirts, and, in fact, evMr. Fred Callard is confined to his
bed by sickness at his home on Fiferything to be had in an up-to-date
teenth street:
John L. Harvey left this morning
Always the best at the lowest
for Henderson where has been store.
transferred to the general office of
the Iniperial Tobacco c9mpany.
prices.
Mrs. William H. Cummings, Jr..
left Saturday for Clarksville, Tenn.,
on a visit to relatives and frienas.
Mr. an'd Mrs Cummings will shortly
remove to Vicksburg, Miss., where
Nir. Cummings will engage in business. Their departure from Hopithisville will be greatly regretted 133
a host of friends and ad mirers whose
very best wishes will accompany
them to the new home.

Mr. Elmo Porter, after a month's
ASHER GRAHAM CARUTII, DISTINGUISHED
visit to his aunt.Miss 011ie Tysor, on
Campbell,and other relatives,
KENTUCKIAN, IS DEAD IN LOUISVILLE. South
left for his home in Dalhart, Texas,
yesterday morning.
Mrs. Upshaw Wooldridge is visiting her sister, Miss Lizzie Tyler
Had Been Circuit Judge, Commonwealth's Attorney and Congressma,i—FormMoore, at "Elk Grove."
erly Resided in Hopkinsville, and Was First Editor of the
Miss Pattie Bartley left Saturday
Kentucky New Era.
for Virginia to visit relatives.

Nov. 25.—
ne of Kentucky's best known lawyers and
Louisville's distinguished citizens,
died this /corning of uremic poisoning at his home, 1041 Fourth avenue. He had been in poor health
for months, and last winter lay seriously ill of pneumonia for several
weeks at the Seelbach Three weekl3
ago uremic poisoning develop_-d,
and hope for his recove-y was abandoned last night, and his life was
prolonged by injections of nitroglycerine. Funeral arrangements
have not been completed. ,
The news of Judge Asher Graham
Caruth's death will cause much sorrow in Hopkinsville, at one time his
home and where his friends were
many. He was the first cditor of
the Kentucky New Era, and was a
journalist of brilliant attainments.
As a lawyer he was.in the foremost
rank in the state and as a jurist his
ability was unquestioned. He was a
delightful orator and a sagacious
politician. His genial manner and
many personal attractions, his great
heart and generosity, won him the
enduring regard of all who knew

F. J. Brownell has returned from
Martinsville, Ind. He was accomhim.
panied home by his brother-in-law,
Judge Caruth .had held various Thomas Bottomley, of Louisville.
public offices. He was first commonMr. and Mrs. R. D. Bellamy spent
wealth's attorney for Jefferson county and occupied that office for many Sunday in Evansville.
years. In 1888 he defeated Albert S.
Prof. H. Clay Smith spent Sunday
Willis for the Democratic nomina in Madisonville.
tion for congress in one of the most
heated canvasses ever known in that
district. He served four terms in
congress, retiring March 4, 1895.
A few years after his retirement
from congress, Judge Caruth was
appointed criminal judge of Jefferson county to fill the expired term of
Henry S. Barker upon the latter's
elevation to the court of appeals. He
served the remainder of that term
but was not a candidate in 1903.
Since that time Judge Caruth had
been living quietly in Louisville.
brother who died in St.
From
Louis a few years ago Judge Caruti
inherited a fortune. His wife died
several years ago, and since that
time, he had not sought politiell
preferment. Judge Caruth was a 33rd
degree Mason and a prominent Elk With $25 in cash trade. Aretino Re;He was born in Allen connty, Fen. cord FREE with $10 in cash trade.
Remember the Aretino Record fits
7, 1844, and was graduated from law all kinds of disc talking machines.
sC-hools in Philadelphia and Louisville. After residing several years
in Hopkiasville as editor of the New
Era he removed to Louisville to
(Incorporated)
practice law and since that time hod
Joe P.P'Pool, Pres. Op Court House
made Lolisville his home.

Che Racket

We invite your
account a safe
depository for
your runds.Deposit your valuable papers in
our vaults-are
safe from fire
and burglars..

Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $70,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
surplus to capital.

In SURPLUS There
Is S1RENGTH

3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits

Bank at Hopkinsville
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $35,000.00
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DEPOSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY

3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cr

ier

purify our streets and which carries
away the refuse of the cities. We
should thank him for the water which
washes our clothes and puts clean
sheets upon our beds and gives us
clean knives and forks and napkins
and tablecloths for our dining rooms
and clean towels in our bathrooms as
well as for the water we drink and
with which we cook. We should thank
God for the water with which we scrub
our kitchen floors as well as for the
water we boil in the kettle and use in
the wash basin and the bathtub.
Cleanliness is not only next to godliob. Al, Cale Nov. 24.—While
ness, but it is a necessary minister to
this Thanksgiving season
godliness, for no man who is dirty can
r recalling their material
approach God or man acceptably.
preacher in this sermon
Water and Health.
priceless blessing of .wablessing of cleansing water
But
the
which contributes most
r national happiness and has a deeper significance than its aesThe text is I Cprinthians thetic beneficence& It is the foundaey drank of that spiritual tion of all good hygienic laws. It is
the one great means by which the
lowed them."
wonders of Yellowstone boards of public health are fighting
e. 3 not one more marvelous back and eradicating the plagues which
Roaring mountain. It is a in olden times used to decimate whole
Lin about 300 feet high and regions. It is the one great means by
' 1,500 feet at its base. It looks which the longevity of the human race
net in action like a big sand Is being increased. This fact was pown the midst of a barren desert erfully exemplified in our Cuban and
Is not a spear of grass growing Porto Rican experiences. For centuries
t. There is not a tree lifting its Cuba and Porto Rico had been the hottea upon its sides to be kissed by beds of the yellow fever plague. Thoudug sun. There is not a bird liv- sands upon thousands have died of this
lir it, nor a rabbit nor a ground awful scourge. The plague once startel making its home amid its cav- ed has leaped across the strait of Florand rocks. Its sides are a great, ida and fastened itself upon the people
pa waste. It seems to be a place of our own land. But when the Spanken of God and of man. But sud- ish-American war was ended Major
• the guide say's, "Now look at General Leonard Wood, better known
err hill." And there before the by his truer title as Dr. Leonard Wood,
st's eyes Is a most wonderful spec- the private physician of President hic. rrom out of the sides of this Kinley, invaded Cuba and Porto Rico
an sand dune, from the bare rocks with cleansing water. The miasmatic
the dark caverns, there come leap- swamps, where were hatched the deadforth innumerable geysers. My- ly moquitoes which carried the fatal
o of fountains are in full play. germs, were drained off. The streets
ei is hardly a bare spot to be seen. were cleansed and the awful plague of
wane as though an in.ftnite power yellow fever was stamped out. The
driven upward feom • great ocean tropics were made inhabitable for
so depths of the earth a vast force white men. Water, oleansoing water. Is
,ying weer said need* the barren the greatest enemy of disease of all
..ntsiiu a fonatala of leinumerable sorts. Thank God for the water with
which we wash. Thank him for the
rivulets.
Well, I never thlak of the Roaring water with which we are making man
mountain in Yellowstone park in full a healthy animal, able to overcome all
,play, but I think of the mount of Ho- diseases except the fatal disease of old
reb in the center of the bleak, barren age.
desert of Sinai. There it has stood for
ages without a tree or a spear of grass
We must also thank God for the wagrowing upon it. As the Israelites, ter which gives drink to our corn and
with parched tongues and cracked Lips. wheat and barley and oats and gives
stood looking at its sandy and rocky drink to our potatoes and peas and tosides they could no more expect to get matoes and gives drink to our orchards
a drop et water out of It than you and trees of all sorts. The vegetables,
could expect to find a fountain spring- like mate are dependent upon water
ing up at the foot of the pyramids. for their existence. Without water it
But suddenly Moses smites those rocks. Is an absolute ,imposaibllity to run a
Then a great stream of water leaps out farm. If two or three "dry years" folof those hillsides as the myriads of low each other, whole yellers and regeysers sprtag up from the sides of gions are depopulated. I remember hi
Roaring mouatain when it is in full the summer of 13.96 camping in a long
play. Theee waters rush down the valley which was once filled with
metentain skip and form themselves farms tad solloolhoueee and churches.
a great irtvor. This river flows on The headings were there, but the
to the Red sea. and the Israelites houses were vacant
There were
during all their sojourn in the desert churches there, but no ministers. There
camp by the waters of this river. Thus were sehardhauses.'but neither scholars
the great sairieeie of the ages was per- nor touchier*. There were fa.ruihou.ses,
formed when God gave drink to the but no tamillas dwelling within. There
wantierbes laraislitieh tribes during were farms, but no crops. What was
their fatty Teals' journey in the veil- the matter? The wheat and the grain
derneas.
and the oats and the barley and the
God gave water to the Israelites in fruit of Ike orchards in vain had cried.
the wildereees, and Christ has given "Drink, drink,, give us drink!" The
water. blessed water, to us as a people drought kept on and the land became
In the aew world. As many Thanks- as hard and as dry as the bricks in the
giving sermons are being preached this potter's kiln. Oh, today, when you
week about the blessings of wheat and read the returns of our annual harcorn and oats and homes and air and vests, thank God not more for the soil
national prosperity I will make water, then for the water which has made the
natural and spiritual, the subject of earth yield her increase. Thank God
ny Thanksgiving sermon. I want to for abundant water, the pure life givihow you the innumerable blessings ing water, for the water which has
God has given to America in its water made the farm a full larder for a prossupply. When you go home on Thanks- perous nation.
giving day to a banquet rich in merBut we must also thank God for the
cies I went you to thank God for the water turning the miller's wheel which
pure water which he has provided in grinds the grain into flour. We must
such abundance for you.
thank him for the factories upon the
Merrimac which weave the cotton into
The Spiritual Water.
cloth
as well as for the cotton plantaIn the first pjace, on this Thanksgivtions
of Georgia and Louisiana and
ing Sunday tank God for drinking
Mississippi.
Water is the motive powwater—for water which you can put to
er
of
the
one
and the producer of the
the parched lips to quench the (recurother.
We
must
thank him for the wa•-ing thirst; for water to fill the artewhich
ter
produces
the gigantic trees.
ries with blood; for water without
which in a very few days man would We must also thank him for the water
die a miserable death; for water the which makes the lumberman's saw
lack of which will turn a man in a whirl round and round and cuts the
short time into a raving maniac; for rough logs into smooth boards out or
water, which composes nearly 90 per which we build our homes and stores
and factories. When we think of a
nt of the human body.
factory
town for the most part we pic'Thank God for the drinking water
wh.th our civil engiaeers bring to us ture the heavens blackened with smoke
--om the lakes and the dyers and the from *cotes and hundreds of furnaces,
n oun,taln saowa, miles upon miles but there art thousands of factories
away; for the great reeervoire which at run by water alone. The water of
all times of the year furnish us with these streams not only irrigates the
water etiougg to drink. In 1906 the of- soil in which the crops are grown, but
ficials of Philadelphia decided to lay supplies the power which changes the
huge water pipes through Chestnut raw materials into the finished prodstreet. When they dug down they ucts of the markets.
fortnd lying there great wooden oak
logs, with a bore running through
them ranging from six to twelve
Inches, which had been placed there in
1799 to supply the city with water.
Thus for years upon years the municipal authorities of our cities have been
going far away to bring down the
drinking water to the people as King
Solomon brought down water from the
mountains for the inhabitants of Jerusalem. Each yeaythese civil engineers
are going farther and farther away for
their water supply. Then we see New
York gttleering 1:s drinking water from
the Croton river abet the Catskill mountains at the enormous cost of hundreds
of millioae of dollars. Then we turn
to such cii•les ns Chlea,eo and Milwaukee and Detroit aud find them running
their mains fal out into the clear, pure
waters of Lake hIlchlgan and Lake
appply of
Erie and pumping
drinking water. And wherever yea
you anci the kpenest of ere/Wearing
brains eoneesetrato„1 on the problem of
groins the pe • per* water to drink.
glass of pare, sold
Thank ORO
waesel

taeo

Over Water Highways.
But we have still another reaeon why
the American nation should be thankful for its water. It produces the grain
and the cotton and turns the wheels of
the factory. It also furnishes the great
highways over which the commodities
of one part of the country are transported to other parts of the country.
and this blessing is not confined to our
long coast waterways which the Panama canal will soon connect, but it also
Includes our vast network of navigable
river and lake systems which for
years offered the only practical means
of intercommunication between differ
entiparts of our land.
Open your map and study in the first
place that vast water system which
starts from New York city and moves
up through the Hudson river, then on
througit the Erie canal and through
Lakes Ontario and Erie and Huron
and Michigan and Superior. Have you
ever stepped to think what such a system ef waterways =learn; to our natioe
frees a eopreneseciel sotaitpetat? In orrigs slabeal complete De
a laaagemated the most stu'wig feat of that age.

e•

1.

canal obligated itself to pay the vast
sum of $50,000,000. When the canal
was finished there was a national holiday of thanksgiving. Yet the Erie canal is only a small part of the hunireds of miles of inland waterway over
which today great fleets of ships
rrowded with passengers and millions
of tons of freight are annually carried.
Then study your vast Mississippi
water system. The recent trip of the
president of the United States down
this river • visiting the great cities
which line its banks has illustrated for
the public mind what this river and its
tributaries mean td us as a nation.
What would Vicksburg and Cairo and
Memphis and St. Louis and Kansas
City and Keokuk and Davenport and
St. Paul and Louisville and Cincinnati
and Wheeling and Pittsburg do without this vast system of Mississippi waterways? This river and its tributaries
founded these cities as the Michigan
lake made Chicago. That river is one
of the great arteries carrying the lifeblood of our nation.
The Coast Waterways.
Then open your map again and study
the vast waterway system of our coast
fronts. What today puts Maine in
commercial touch with Texas and fills
the factories of the Merrimac with cotton from New Orleans and Mobile bay?
The railroads? No; it is the steamboat. Why are the harbors of the
Golden Gate and San Pedro crowded
with lumber boats? Because Oregon
and Washington states and California
are one by the pathways of the seas.
And, though the United States government is to spend over $300,000,000 to
bring New York and San Francisco
nearer by cutting the isthmus of Panama in two, yet it is worth all the cost,
for where we transport by water the
business men and farmers have their
expenses reduced to a minimum. Then
cities and towns will not only increase
In the west, but there will be more
goods to be made, more oranges to be
grown, more prosperity everywhere.
Think God for the rivers and the lakes
and the ocean highways, which have
WO helped by their transportation opportunities to make our national prosperity what it is.
Again, let us thank God for the Atlantic ocean, which is on the east of us,
and the Pacific ocean, which is on the
west of us, w-hich separate us from all
the entanglements of Eurgpean politics
and from the Asiatic enSiollments of
international jealousies and contests.
It was the custom of the ancient earls
to surround their castles with moats
filled with water. At night the drawbridge would be lifted, the castle gates
closed, and the inmates were practically safe from any attacking foe.
Well. God has done for us as a nation
what the earl did for his castle. He
has placed a moat three thousand miles
wide on the east of us,, which we call
the Atlantic. He has placed a moat
more than ten thousand miles wide on
the west of us, which we call the Pacific. And in military or naval parlance these moats are practically impassable. Our nation is not so much
protected by the guns of its warships
and the fortifications of its harbors as
by the immense masses of water that
separate us from an invading foe. 'Tis
true we must have a navy. It is also
tree we must have the skeleton of an
army. But the greatest guarantee of
the future of tho United States government is not our war guns or our coast
fortifications, but these immense bodies
of water surrounding us on the east
and west. Now that we are soon to
have the Panama canal marry the two
seas no foreign nation on earth could
successfully invade us. We may destroy ourselves, but we can never be
destroyed by a foreign foe. Thank
God for the waters that create our national prosperities. Thank God also
for the Nva tors which defend us from
foreign foes.
Water In the Deserts.
Lastly, I thank God not only for
what he has done for this country by
tb.e power of water, but also for what
he is going to do by the same power.
If you have ever traveled across our
continent, you have gone days and
days through what are called our deserts. Those are not deserts of sand
like the Sahara. They are deserts that
will prove to be the finest and richest
of soil if we only irrigate them and
bring water to them. Let a rain fall
upon Arizona 'oil and within a few
days that land is covered with grass
and wild flowers as far as the eye can
see. No conservatory is as wondrous
as that which God plants in the Arizona deserts when the rain !ells. All
these deserts are soon to be redeemed
They are to form some of the richest
gardens and farms of the workr
I was never more impressed with
this fact than when reading lately an
article by William George showing
how Australia is being redeemed by a
system of artesian wells. Some of
those wells have to be sunk more than
two thousand feet. But if they are
sunk deep enough they always strike
water. The vast Inland Australian
deserts have a deep sea of fresh water
under them. The possibilities of those
artesian wells may yet make the deserts as rich as our Dakota wheatfields. "Talk about the romance of
engineering," wrote William George.
"here are hundreds of thousands of
square miles, formerly the despair and
terror of government and farmer alike,
magically struck as Moses' rod struck
the rook, and forthwith turned into
smiling fields of grain and far stretching stock farms. Truly the dead heart
of Australia is being slowly quickened
into life by the water wizard's derrick and his long sections of boring
pipe--a wonderful victory of mind
over matter such as enables the cornof Australia to produce
woe/ worth aearly $60,000,000 a year.
Sio It IS le he with our western arid
Weida.
l'he Bird's Thaideseleing.

tesian waits, by pipes and reerervoars,
by the storing up of the rainfall, oar
deserts are yet to bloeecen as the rose.
Theodore Roosevelt well said in one of
his public addresses, "The tenet and
water problems are perhaps the most
vital internal questions of the United
States." These questions are daily being solved. More and more the American people are being enabled to conquer the soil which has heretofore been
supposed tor be useless and forever
dead to the magic touch of the cultivator.
While I was writing this sermon I
When
and
had the strangest of companions to
can't
you'll
help me. Perhaps that is one of the
reasons why I was so thankful when
use a
writing it. My study is on an open
porch which overlooks my California
garden. Directly across this garden
stretches a telephone wire. There, dey
after day, a little mocking bird comes
and sits and sings. No sooner do I
commence to write than he flies to this
wire and perches there. Then he seems
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
to say: "At your Thanksgiving sermon
again? Well, I will help you to sing
It's very light—carry it about—heat any cold
yout• praises of water." Then he lifts
room. Turn the wick high or low—no
up his pretty head, and the meet bertudanger—no smoke—no smell. Easily cared
tiful notes come forth from that little
says:
"Is
not
throat, and he turns and
for and gives nine hours of
that song pretty? Well, I will sing you
cozy comfort at one filling of
another." Then off he starts to sing
brass font Finished in
another musical masterpiece.
nickel
and japan. Every
On this last day of my labors there
heater warranted.
comes up a big rainstorm. The rain
falls in torrents. Every one runs to
eith it: flood of steady.
cover, but not my little friend. There
brilliant light is id eal for
.10.7
111P#
.
3/
and
keeps
singing.
he sits in the storm
the long winter evenings
He seems to say to me: "Yes, I am
—read or sew by it—won't tire your ayes. Latest improved central
thanking God for this rain. This wadraft burner. Made of brass. nickel plated. Every lamp warranted.
ter means much to me. See how it is
II your dealer cannot supply the Ray. Lamp or Perfection Oil
cleansing my plumage. See how it is
Heater. write our nearest agesay ior a lesariptive circular.
refreshing my garden. See how it is
making the grass grow for me."
"But," I say, "old fellow, that is not
your garden; that is my garden. I
planted those flowers and am caring
for them." "Oh, no," rejoins the little
warbler, "it 113 not your garden. It is
mine. I feed there every day of my
life. This water blesses me and my
life, just as it blesses the life of all
Yes, my little singing
mankind."
friend is right. That water not only
TIME CARD.
blesses me, but the fields and the birds
of the air. It blesses the flowers and
the crops. It comes as a shower of
NORTH BOUND.
blessing to this country and to all
332 Paducah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom.,
countries alike.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express...
.
Thus, while others may recount a long
26
Chicago-Nashville
Limited,
list of our national prosperities on this
SOUTH BOUND.
Thanksgiving day, I tune my national
26, Nashville-Chicago, Limited
anthem of praise to the one keynote of
206, Evansville and Louisville Express, arriv
water. The more I sing its praises the
821 Evansville-Nashville Mail,
3.60 p.m.
more I am impressed with its potent
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cbair cars and buffet
and far reaching influence. Yet how sleeper. All-trains run daily. Train 26 and 26 make lccal stops between
J.B. MALLON, Agt
few of us, if we did not have our at- Nashville and Princeton.
tention called to it, would consider a
glass of water as among the greatest
blessings of our Thanksgiving table!
Cannot we, as in the Pauline epistle
of old., thank God for what we drink
as well as for what we eat?
[Copyright,. 1907, by Louis Klopsoll.]

the mercury drops out of sight,
you just
keep the house warm,
find it wonderfully convenient to
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The

Effective May 26th, 1907

Louisville & Nashville Railroad

TIME CARD

Effective April 10,190S

NORTH.

is what lilra Lucy
Stovall.of Tiltan.
said after taking
Kociol Dyspepsia
Cure. Hundreds
of other weal
women

Sae

being restored to parte&
health by this rem
edy. YOU may be
well if you will ta.ks

SOUTH

No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:12 a m /47:51 St. Louis Expreu... 6:18 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast
10:06 p m No. 631St. Louis Fast Mall..6:87a Tri
No. 92 Chicago and New
No. 93:Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
6.07 a m
Orleans Limited
11:60 p m
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:06 em
— Nos. 62 and 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof
Nos. 63 anp 66 also connect.
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tA
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
Guthrie for points east and west
J • C. HOOE. Agt.

Flinty

Indigutioncausee
nearly all the sickness that WNW%
UT& It deprives the system of nourishgiant and the delicate organs peculiar to
women suffer — weaken, and become
&seruled.

-.41 Sit TH1 BEST QUALM' ANS
'Accs0. vcINNEN
PION US. IP YOU CANNOT 001111 IN PSIIIINsb.., MISTS POIll
OUR CATALOGUE.

insblee the stomach and digestive organs
to divot and assimilate all of the wholeearns food that may be eaten. It nourishes
:he body, and rebuild* the weak atoms,
restoring health and strength. Kodol cures
indigeebon. constipation. dyspepsia., sour
issues, belching.heartburn and all stomach
&sorban..

teantifui re,lored birth stone

SOUVENIR FR[6
for the asking

Digests What You Eat
4-04 Union St.

The South Kentucky
Building & Loan
Association
(Incorporated)
Offers You the Best investments
for Your Savings.
it invests itsfunds
Because solely
in first mort
gages on the homes of the people in this city,and thus avoids
all of tne risks attendant upon
commercial banking.1
of its loan are
Because all
payable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
Increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.

H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J.E.McPherv-.1, Sec.

Our future-bought stock is arriving :and the entire line was bought right. This fall and winter
y norofpit by our foresight.

Call tumb:S00,

mr,

.•Y
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°̀ t\eillucicy New EH, DANDY

ItiO BONNIE

The Equity Society is delivering
tobacco freely to their prizer H. H.
Abernathy.

TEACHERS TO MEET

Bowling Tournament.

STRIKE CALLE

A bowling tournament will take
place at Schmitt's alleys tonight at
8:30 o'clock between a team from
,
Clarksville and a bunch of local
ON SATURDAY DECEMBER 7 NEAR
EAGERLY INTERESTED IN OUTLoses Valuable Horse.
bowlers. This is the first time in MEN ADMIT DEFEAT A
BELL
f. C. Underwood, - - - - Editor
STATION.
many
months that such an event has
CONTEST.
COME OF
NO CONDITION:
been
pulled off in Hopkinsville and
J. K. Hooser lost a valuable horse
$1.00 A YEAR.
there doitOtless will be &large crowd
yesterday. The animal was kicked
•
enthusiasts
on hand to witness the
by another horse and died from the
Received at the Postoffice in HopAssociation Will Hold Interesting Ses- games. The
Clarksville team are
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Have Grown to Love Each Other Like eff acts.
Official of Street Railway
bowlers
of
reputation but there are
sion In Grange Hall.-Good ProBrothers-Interesting Chat
several good men in Hopkinsville
Places Back to Those WEI&
Subscription Rates.
gram is Arranged.
from among whom the local team
With the Ponies.
hayed Themselves.
Daily per year
WOO
will be selected. Admission free.
1.26
" three months
‘.
0110.--42P--•••••••--.10
per week
If Furred and Coated, it Is a Warnieg
1.00
Weekly per year
of Trouble to Come.
.50
" per six months.
Teachers' association to be held in
LOUISVILLE. Ky., NON
When it is the morning after the Grange Hall,
near
The
Station,
Bell
strike of 760 union empli
on
"Bonnie Boy" and "Dandy," the night before, you
do not have to look Saturday,
FRIDAY, NOV. 29 1907
the
December
7, 1907. Read
Louisville Railway coponies which will be given away by at your tongue to
The Republicans of Hopkinsville
know that the
was called off by a vote taken.
the New Era in the children's popu- stomach is upset, the head is aching Seeley's "New School Manage- held a meeting in
the county court men
last nighat The men mi
Advertising Rates.
larity contest, are very much intee- with a dull rhythm
room yesterday afternoon for the
and all the world
PROGRAMME
.
conditions,
outcome.
the
ested
morning
This
in
acknowledging
Transient advertising must be paid
looks black and dreary.
purpose of making up the party
selves
beaten,
representati
sent
they
a
for
but the officials
ve of the
10:00. Opening.
for in advance.
It might have been lobster Newwhich will attend the inauguration
company announced that the
10:15. Welcome- Miss Mary L. of Gov.
Charges for yearly advertisements New Era and when he arrived at burgh. Welsh rarebit or some other
Willson on December 10th.
employ the strikers who apply as it
their stall in Brame's livery stable tasty dish
will be collected quarterly.
John Feland was made chairman
that looked much better Atkins.
dividuals, and who have not bee
10:30. , Response-Mr. J. M.• Bur- of the meeting
All advertisements inserted with- they both talked volubly in regard at night than the morniug after.
and C. 0. Prowse
implicated in acts of violence chitin
nett. .
out specified time will be charged to who would probably own them. There is no need to look at
secretary. About twenty seven
the
for until ordered out.
the strike.
Said "Bonnie Boy" "Well I just
10:45. Qualities That a Teacher names were
tongue thermometer then for sympsecured of those who
The strike lasted twelve days, am
guess
who
will
can't
even
and
Marriages
get
me. I toms
Announcements for
of trouble. You , naturally go Should Possess-Miss Dovie Ander- agreed to go and this list, will be
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, ana see that some of the candidates are
was
marked by two serious collision:
son.
supplemented by many who were
notices of preaching published gratis. well in the lead DOW but several of to your box of Mi-o-na stomach tabbetween large crowds of sympathiz11:00.
Rules
and
How
to
Make
lets, and with one of the little renot present. It is proposed that the
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o the children, who are seemingly runers and the police, aside from smallThem-Miss Pearl Jenkins. '
lievers
party
bring
joy
leave here at 11:20 over the
and gladness to the
Respect, and other similar notice s ning behind, have come around and
er
affairs. The number a persons
11:15.
The
First Dey of School Illinois Central railroad
physical system.
five cents per line. .
on Dec. 9. Injured
as a result of the clashes is
whispered in my ear that they wePe
The real time to watch the tongue cs-Miss Florence Gray.
The railroad company has agreed to
estimated
saving back lots of votes for the last
at thirty, and the number
11:30. Rewards of the Teacher furnish a chair
Is all the:time. If it is coated with
car for their accom- of
arrests made total 100. The strike
days of the contest and that they
Court Directory.
-Mr.
C.
E.
Dudley.
a white fur, or possibly with dark
modation. In addition to this it is
was caused by friction over the inconfidently expect to win. Every
11:45.
Kinds
of
Punishment
;
trimmings,
even
proposed that Lebkeucher's band be
though
the stomach
CIRCUIT COURT-First Monday in time I have taken any of the chilterpretation
of an agreement signed
When
Should They Be Used-Miss taken by the the
delegation from after
June and fourth Monday,in \Febru- dren out driving they have been does not tell you by the acute pains
the
first
strike, which occurred
of indigestion that it needs help, yet Minnie Brame.
this county. To this end a subscripary and September.
last April.
thoroughly
and
delighted
have
never
12:00.
Noon
Recess.
QU1RTERLY COURT-Second Monthe coating shows that you are gettion list is now being circulated for
1:15. How to Teach Morals-Miss the purpose of raising
days in January, April, July and failed to compliment me extrava- ting into a bad a ay and that there is
the necessary
gantly and reaffirm their intention
Mrs. Dalton Wins Suit.
October.
Mollie Brown Stevenson.
need of Mi-o-na.
funds with which to engage the
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in of winning me if possible."
1:30.
How to Assign, a' Lesson band.
Used at the first symptom of a
April and October.
"Dandy" then spoke up and said,
A telegram from Owensboro states
-Mrs.
Carrie
D. McComb.
coated tongue, distress after sating,
A general invitation is extended
COUNTY CouRT-First Monday in "I would also like to know who will
that
in the Federal court today, Mrs
1.45. The Art of Questioning to the public to
headaches, dull and lifeless feeling,
join this party if
every':month.
get me. There are many boys and
H. M. Dalton won her suit against
flatulence, or any other of the early -Miss Mary L. Atkins.
any desire to attend the inauguragirls who like me better than they
the
Interstate Life Assurance corn2.00.
Arousing
Interest-M is a tion. The party, it is announced,
symptoms of indigestion. Mi-o-na
"Bonnie
do
,
pans'
Boy"
for
of Indianapolis on a policy
I
larger,
am
Lucy
Townes.
Secretary Cortelyou is trying to
w.11 strengthen the stomach muscles
will go as a Christian county del
and then some of them just naturally
carried
by her late husband. Ac2:16. Steps of the Recitation' egation and not as
so that they will take care of all the
Republican par- cording
impress us with the fact that stock- would rather have a saddle
to the despatch she was
pony'. So
-Miss Mary Seargent.,
tisans. Judge and Mrs. Jas. Breathings were made to be worn and not I am a favorite with a great many food that is eaten without the
awarded the.face value of the poll2:30.
Duty
of
the
Teacher
to
Her
slightest pain or discemfort. It will
itt will be in the party.
of them. Even those who would
cy, $10,000, with interest from date
to hoard money in.
increase the flow of gastric juice .so Pupils-Miss Cora Means.
lather have "Bonnie Boy" and the
of
proof of Mt. Dalton's death.
2:45.
Duty
of the Teacher to His
that the food digests as nature inKO
buggy
harness
and
would
LIM
be
'IA
as
glad
to
conditions
ATMS
business
Believing that
But
Baprv t'•tended it should, extracting the Profession-Mr. J. M. Burnett.
Mrs. Harry Keach is visiting in
‘
24
1 741j jp./. Z
zte
3:00. Name and discuss some tigauta:al ,
ur
are good will help to make them so. have me in case they could not win nourishment and strength and exOf
a.
t..,,Af
the first prize. I have not taken so
Busse Ilvi Ile.
pelling the waste from the system things that the teacher should avoid
But they are good whether any one
many of the candidates out driving
in
the
school
roomMisses Zetta
without further aid.
wants to believe it or not.
as has "Bonnie Boy" but everybody
Mi-o-na is so positive, so sure, so Dawson and Alba Christian.
in town knows me for while I be3:15. The School Exterior-sMisses
Pity poor Wall street! Unable to longed to Miss Marguerite Lawson reliable in its curative action upon Belle
Giles and Maude Dawson.
the stomach, that L. L. Elgin, the
trust any longer in stocks, bonds, she drove me al over town and into
W. E. GRAY,
local agent. gives an absolute guarbanks and trust companies, a wick- the country. Everybody likes my antee with every 50 cent box he
County Superintendent
ed president declines to let it trust looks and realizes that I am a very sells, to refund the money unless the
valuable pony for any purpose."
remedy gives absolute and complete
in God.
Both ponies dread the time when
satisfaction.
they will have to part. They have
The presidentla_etopbsed confer- become deeply attached to each
A farm of about. 230 acres on. the i situated on the Miller Will road
A REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA OR
,f op..
governors
will give the fel- other and sleep togerher in the same
ence of
southern boundary of Christian !about seven miles south^4,
l kinsville, large two stsry dwelling
PAIN
IN
THE
NERVES.
Wired Middlesboro Trustees to Prof county with about .'80 acres of fine I and all
lows from the other states chance to stall. This morning "Bonnie Boy'•
necessary farm buildings,
timbe, good Improvements, 10 acre good fence, crchard and p..inty or
"Dandy
said,
and
I
have
certainly
For neuralgia and sciatica Sloan's
know what the governors of North
Winfrey When He Was Defeated.
0:chard, good mill site, very desir- ! water and timber. This is a fine
enjoyed being together, and I hate Liniment has no equal. It has
and South Carolina really did say.
Will be sold at $20 an acre if ' farm and locatea in one of the best
able.
to think of the time when we will be powerfully sedative effect on the
i farming sections of the county and
Prof.
M.
0.
Winfree,
defeated
the
sold at once. Come quick and get a will be sold
separated. One of us may go to the nerves-penetrates without rubbing
on reasonable terms.
Mr. Taft said to the Filipinos:
country and one stay in town or and gives immediate relief from candidate for superintendent of pub- bargain.
An elegant • farm of 115 acres of
"Learn to be a good loser." An in- both may go to the cotintry. In any pain quickens
The season of the year when pe 3- land, on good public road, in one of
the circulation of the lic institution, stopped off here last
timation of what the future holds event we are liable to be separated blood and gives a pleasant sensation night on his way home from the de- ple want to buy real estate is at hand the best neighborhoods in South
velopment convention, td- settle up a now and we invite those who Want Christian, convenient to ostoffice,
so far that we wi!1 :very rarely, if of comfort and warmth.
for them perhaps.
to buy or sell to consult this column. schools and -churches, in a high state
ever, see each other. This is the on- "For three years I suffered with few matters conceetel with his reWe have excellent facilities for of. culttvation, good dwelling 2rooms
neuralgia in the head and jaws," cent campaign, and to call on a few conducting the business and will ad- and hall, one large tobacco barn,
Tisere are 3,000 actors out of jobs ly bad feature about the contest."
vertise the property put into our good stables and cow house, buggy
friends.
Dandy said, "I have been associa- writes J. P. Hubbard, of Marietta,
In New York, but before the winter
hands
free of charge, and will fur house, 2 new cabins, smoke house
Asked to what cause be attributed
Is over some of them may discover ted with lots of ponies in my life but S. C., "and had almost decided to the defeat of the Democratic ticket, nish prospective customers convey- hen house, new wire fence, nice
ance to look at property without cost young orchard, grapes, rasp-berries
never with one who was so nice and have three of my teeth pulled., whIen
that nature really intended them for
to them. Come to see us if you want and strawberries, plenty of water.
agreeable as is Bonnie Boy. We are a friend recommended me to buy a Prof. Wiinfrey said:
"There's
but
one
reason: we didn't to sell.- it cost you .nothing if you very desirable, will be sold cheap
bricklayers.
just as good friends as if we had twenty-five-cent bottle of Sloan's
and on easy terms.
lived together all our lives and I Liniment. I did so and experienced get the votes. There's no profit to fail.
400 acres of desirable farming land
A
good
farm
of
196
acres
of
land
2
Forty thousand Philadelphians dread for the time of separating to immediate relief, and I kept on us- be had in entering into excuses and
in Montgomery county, Tenn., heavmiles
from
Hopkinsvill
e
on
a
turnly timbered, 10 miles from Howell.
registered who did not vote. Proba- cope."
ing it until the neuralgia was entirly discusseons. The vett s were miss- pike road.
ing and that's all zhere is to it."
Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
cured.
I
never
will
without
be
a
bly they were reformers who asked
Farm has two sets improvements
Valuable store room on Main
Prof.
Winfrey
resigned
lucrative
a
bottle of Sloan's Liniment in my
two good tobacco barns, fine sfable street. One of the best business lothemlielves the question: "What's
position
as superintendent of city 60 acres of timber, good stock water.
house again. I use it also for insect
cations in the city.
the use'd'
bites and sore throat, and I can schools at Middlesboro to enter the Will be sold for $5,000. Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
cheerfully recommend it to any one race for the state superintendency.
Good farm of '156 acres, located, mile of mill. postoffice and church.
who suffers from any of the ills When he tendered his resignation near Howell, Ky The farm as well Splendid house of ten rooms, large
They haven't begun to discuss
.
which I have mentioned."
the board of trustees doubled his fenced, has house of 3 rooms, good stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
\prohibition in Baltimore, but a Bal- The Best People in Hopkinsville, Silts
tenement house of 3 rooms,two large tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
411-•
salary to ;keep him from leaving new tobacco barns, one good stock
good orchard. Farm in good cont4more
per mildly remarks that
L. L. Elgin. Guaranteed in CatarrhThe clay after the election, he re- barn, new smoke house and other dition and very productive. Will be
4250 is a mighty low license fee. Ti at
ceived a telegram from them read- •utbuilding,s and about 20 acres good sold at a bargain.
al Trouble.
timber. Will be sold at a low price
A fine farm of 400 acres wit. bin on
is a starter.
ing thusly:
mile of Pembroke on pike, 95 acres
and on easy terms.
"Come home."
••,"
A fine farm of 200 acres of land of fine timber. This farm is well
Several non-association farmers
No
medicinal
remedy
or
other
He is going and says that he in- within three miles of Hopkinsville fenced with hedge and wire and diThe old query, "What is whiswho reside in the Pembroke neighon a good turnpike. Has a new cot- vided into five shifts, on each of
key?" is going the rounds again. It treatment has ever been as popular borhood have received threatening tends,to devote his attention in the tage house of five rooms,
tobacco which is plenty of never failing-wat
or made so many remarkable cures
future to the upbuildipg of the
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary er. -This is one of the finest farms in
is to be hoped somebody will find in HopkinsvIll as
letters
which
read
follows:
as
"Be
Hyomei.
e
schools of .Middlesbor* and the outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres the best ;arming sections of Kentucout before,everything goes prohibiThe best people attest its curative wise and heed the voice of warning. cause of education in the state. In if desired. Very desirable property ky, well adapted to corn, wheat, to
•
bacco and all kinds of grasses.
virtues, says L. L. Elgin, who is the You are trying to get the advantage addition tehis regular school work En good neighborhood.
tion.
Fifty- acres of land with 3,000 fruit There is no better stock farm in the
local agent. The fair way in which of the,association." The letters were in Middlesboro, Pi-of. Winftey has
trees on it, dwelling and barn. country, improvements first class
all written on the same sort of paper
made many attractive and import- About 3 miles from town. Will be and in perfect repair, fine 2-story
The great majority of American Hyomei was sold, to refund the
with
an indelible pencil and were
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, verancitizens only know that there are money unless it gave satisfaction,- mailed on the same day at Pem- ant institute'engagements for next sold cheap.
50 acres of fine land 1}i miles from da in front and porches in rear, four
was the best proof when -it was inyear.-Frankfott Journal.
new $10 coins in circulation because
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good frame tenant houses, two large new
troduced that it possessed unusual broke. Those who received the letspring and barn, fenced and has 20 tobacco barns, two graineries with
ters
were
M.
W.
Walker,
James
they read it in the papers.
curative powers. L. L. Elgin took
acres of timber.
Tobacco
Very desiiable capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
all the risk of the treatment giving Willis, Jack and Ed Graves. and
I prge stables, cow houses, tool
property.
1Jesse Elgin.
Renters, Growers
112 acres of land 8 miles from Hop- houses, carriage and ice house, two
If the president is still hunting the satisfaction and left it to the purkinsville, Ky. On the Cox Mill large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
--octopus, he must have decided to go chasers to be the judge.
a beautiful lawn of four acres
road.
Dollars
and pleasant homes in subsoil,This land is good Red Clay with
Later, when Hyomei was used and
and lies well and is in good in front of nouse. One of the most
on a "still hunt."
middle Tennessee are now your op- condition, fronts about ai mile on desirable farms in tne state, in one
recommended by our well-known
portuoities. Your name on a postal good pike, make a No. 1, small farm of the hest neighborhoods, convenphysicians and business men and
ient to school, churches and good
card will bring full particulars, so for any purpose.
During this period of quiet in the their wives as a. treatment that
Fine farm of 481 acres at Herndon, market. The land in first class conimmediatel
address
y
absolutely
cured catarrh, no matter
(From Wednesday's Daily)
'White house Mr. Bonaparte might
Ky., 370 acres cleared. 115 acres tim- dition. Will tie sold on. easy terms
DOAK AYDELCOTT, Mayor
serious
how
or
standing,
lung
the
ber. This farm is fine land with to suit purchaser.
Will Brent fired four pistol balls
he awe t.• s1ip up on some malefactor
Tulialiotna, Tenn. good improve-unents and well fenced
sales'rapidly grew and today there • into Jim Smith's body near the Illi- wit
Farm-of -1,s',34 acres 6 milt-8 east o
of great wealth without his having is nu other remedy in L.
and in good heart aml will be sold at Hopkinsvilte -on the Edwards Mit
L. Elgin's nois Central depot at noon. Both are
a bargain as a whole or divided into road, well improved with house lai
been alarmed..
lo Home Society.
large stock that has such a large colored. . Smith, it is alleged, had
everti tracts.
storks,6 rooms. 3 intik, ntry and
and staple sale.
1st tract 26s acres 200 cleared lifo4 a 3 porches, 4 tenant house.. 2stables,
Brent's little brother up in an apple
The first breath of ilyomers heal- car and was beating him. Brent
A Western man purchased a book
A formal order of the county court good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, told 1 tobacco barn, good ereliard, of
was
porches, fine new
cost rilt, 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
ing air kills all cattirrlial poison.
itiformed and, securing a revolver, has been made turning over to the new barn. it coturte,stable,
at a second-hand store and found
house
cow
and is well matured and land k in good
Try Hyotnel today on L. L. Elgin's went to the station. Hot words Kentucky Children's Home
Society, machine shed, poultry house, seal•ke part and ander g ani wire fence.
four $29 bills between the leaves. offer to refund the mony if the treatpassed between the aegroes, and of Louisville, three children of C. M. lious•• and coal house. Never tail- .9 al acres of land in Christine con n
Hereafter ;he will probably smile. ment does net give you satisfaction, Brent began shooting.
' ty, 6 miles from f. C. R. R.. 350
The balls Edwards. Edna Belle, Howard El- ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with , acres in .cultivation. 350 acres in
you
and
will
soon
become
its
friend made several wounds in Smith's via and Esther Corrine Edwards.
wpen adealer assures hi in Intt tltere
good e fram house and good toba I cultivation, 560 acres in timber, red
lino money in seennd-harret boo s. and recemtnend it to others. There's body and arms, and be hi believed lhe mother of the children is dead. co barn.
1 oak, white oak, hickoty ash and
nothing else that gives euch quick to be fatally injured. Officer
••••••••••O••••••••....•••••=•••,......7
.•••••
-••••••--_
tract, 46 acres of timber kt )f poplar. The place Is well watered
Merritt
curative reaultala wi4arrhal condi- arresteal rent and he ia tas Oa
mile from Herndon.
'and productive. Alas two good reelTo Make Settlement.
city
.
doftgressMart Burton,.ofthe rArti tions.
Nice new Cottage on South Virgil.- dences, 2 stock harries, 3 tobacco
r
rISO .
la Ittlietst.W Etaa at'mem.; and tuab Wits-And 5 tenant houses. erkra
lin 3
and bar-hors coif:ail:tee, 1.4.4 ,c..yntf
*
room, good cistern and stable. Lot Aiutelioi-f•
' , - -------- -Ar V:It'st.S 'I .I.theriff David Smith • wilj, go
n and a splendil location
-fro4tA; 86 Atiet 'atitiaiwas ba,ok 192 toutIfni% eowitrii4orat
Isp444.11• tv czo it x
iy been makintsiittencied toerlori
:Th.s farm is
Frankfort to-morrow for the. pur- to,
aim tie
foot alley. This place will be underlaid with good coal '
UV
1441
/GI
Ahem
Bre
TIN
Kilt
Ynu
Ihe
Alwitt
BaVt
Bailie:a
mine
8alt River. His report IS awaited
pose of Making a settlenc4nt wit '01 On4asi
eonable
-11.gic4ontimeriond on, tt
"emirs
lifusige
'"'
WOW*
with interest.
4
.
;
4
44
. ..,4 „the state swift-or for the Tear, 1997.:
The 13,,T. Fox farm of 612 ac
st
-PUBLISHED B A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
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WATCH YOUR TONGUE.

GOING TO CAPITAL
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"COME HOME"
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WHO USES HYOMEI?

WARNING LETTERS
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MAY BE FATAL
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